ABSTRACT A robust adaptive fuzzy neural network control (RAFNNC) algorithm is proposed based on a generalized dynamic fuzzy neural network (GDFNN), proportion-integral-differential (PID), and improved bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) algorithm, for heading the control of the unmanned marine vehicle (UMV) in the presence of a complex environment disturbance. First, the inverse dynamic model of the motion control of UMV is established based on the GDFNN for the uncertain disturbance caused by the complex environment disturbance. Then, the adaptive rate of the fuzzy neural network is designed based on the error between the real UMV heading angle and designed reference heading angle, so as to further adjust the weight parameter of the GDFNN, and then, the output control value of the neural network is obtained. In order to further reduce the computation amount and computation time of the RAFNNC, the parameters of the PID control algorithm were optimized in advance by using the improved BFO algorithm. The fractal dimension step size and the intelligent probe operation are integrated into the BFO algorithm, in order to optimize the operation time and accuracy of the algorithm. Stability of the designed RAFNNC algorithm for the heading control of the UMV in the presence of complex marine environment disturbance is proved by the Lyapunov stability theory, and the effectiveness and accuracy of the control algorithm proposed are verified by semi-physical simulation experiment carried out in our laboratory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned marine vehicle (UMV), usually used as a generic term to describe unmanned/autonomous underwater vehicles (UUV/AUV) and unmanned/ uninhabited surface vessels (USV), can be used to perform a multitude of different tasks, such as mineral resources sampling, offshore oil and gas operations, ocean engineering maintenance, and military reconnaissance, it is attracting more and more interesting form the scientific, commercial, and naval sectors [1] - [3] . In the community of UMV automation, heading control or course keeping plays a significant role in the entire control system, and is directly related to the operation, economy, safety and effectiveness of the UMV's control system [4] - [6] . In addition, heading control is the basic of path following control in real as the long path is often divide into several short straight paths, and the UMV heading control problem has been attracting much attention from various researchers [7] - [9] . Complex environmental disturbances, such as wind, wave and ocean current disturbance, are the most important and common disturbances when an UMV is working in the sea. Precise motion control of the UMV cannot ignore the influence of environment disturbances [10] - [12] .
Proportion integral derivative (PID) algorithm and various improved PID algorithm are the most applied algorithms in UMV heading control, at present, many researchers have done relevant research and obtained rich research results [13] - [23] . Many improved algorithms, such as Kalman filter [13] , H-infinity control [14] , self adaptive fuzzy control [15] , [16] , backstepping control [17] , constrained self-tuning control [18] , expert control and S surface control [19] , adaptive control and hybrid control [20] - [23] are integrated into PID algorithm to improve the reliability, stability and accuracy of the heading control system and the whole UMV control system. A numerical method for minimum time heading control of an fixed speed UMV is proposed by Rhoads et al. [24] , while a Sugeno fuzzy inference system and Kalman filter are integrated into the heading control system by Toe et al. [25] , and a self-tuning fuzzy control algorithm is proposed by Fang et al. [26] . Artificial neural network control [27] , [28] , sliding mode control [29] , dynamic surface control [30] , global finite time control [31] , backstepping control [32] - [34] , visual feedback control [35] , network based hybrid control [36] , sliding mode observer based control [37] , linear feedback control [38] , artificial fish swarm algorithm [39] , are all designed by researchers for the UMV's heading control system.
By analyzing the existing research results described above, we can found that the traditional PID, due to its good robustness, fast convergence, simple application and other characteristics, it is widely used in UMV control system, especially in the field of UMV's heading control, and a lot of theoretical and experimental research show its stability and reliability. However, due to its fixe control parameters and poor adaptability to different environment disturbance, many researchers try to improve and optimize it in order to improve its adaptability. Many improved algorithms, such as self-adaptive fuzzy control, constrained self-tuning control, expert control et al are proposed. However, the various nonlinear methods described above, such as sliding mode, backstepping method; its control performance depends on the parameters of the UMV model to some extent, but these model parameters are difficult to obtain and have certain errors.
Motivated by the above considerations and analysis, a robust adaptive fuzzy neural network controller is proposed in this paper, based on generalized dynamic fuzzy neural network, proportion integral differential and improved bacterial foraging optimization algorithm, for heading control of the UMV in the presence of complex environment disturbance. Compared with the existing research results on heading controllers designed for UMVs, the main contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) a novel robust adaptive fuzzy neural network controller is firstly proposed in this paper for heading control of the UMV. (ii) an inverse dynamic model of the motion control of UMV is established based on the generalized dynamic fuzzy neural network for the uncertain disturbance caused by the complex environment disturbance. (iii) an improved bacterial foraging optimization algorithm is firstly designed in this paper to optimize the parameters of PID control algorithm, and then to further reduce the computation amount and computation time of the robust adaptive fuzzy neural network controller. (iv) fractal dimension step size and intelligent probe operation are integrated into the bacterial foraging optimization algorithm, in order to optimize the operation time and accuracy of the algorithm. (v) stability of the designed robust adaptive fuzzy neural network controller algorithm for the heading control of the UMV in the presence of complex marine environment disturbance is proved by Lyapunov stability theory.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Nonlinear maneuvering model of UMV and the complex environment disturbance are modeled in Problem Formulation, and a novel robust adaptive fuzzy neural network controller is designed by combing with the improved bacterial foraging optimization algorithm in Controller Design. The stability of the controller proposed is proved in Stability Analysis, and some simulation experiments of the UMV heading control are carried out in Simulation Experiment. In Conclusion, research results obtained in this paper and some future work are shown.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. NONLINEAR MANOEUVERING MODEL OF UMV
With the continuous development of the UMV and its maneuvering control technology, the accuracy requirement of UMV heading control system is more and more important. Compared with the traditional linear Nomoto model of UMV heading maneuvering, the nonlinear Norbbin model could better reflect the heading maneuvering characteristics of the UMV, therefore, it could provide more realistic and referential heading control characteristics. In general, the UMV heading control system based on nonlinear Norbbin model could be described as follows [40] :
where ψ, r, δ respectively represent the heading angle, yaw angular velocity and the rudder angle. T , K , α respectively represent the stability constant, turning constant, and the Norbbin coefficient, while d represents the equivalent environment disturbances rudder angle. For the convenience of system analysis, system (1) could be transformed and designed as follows:
In order to further simplify the above control system, we design the following state variables and expressions:
Then the UMV heading nonlinear control system shown in (1) and (2) could be transformed into the following system:
Seen from the above nonlinear dynamic system (4), u and z are input and output vectors, is the state vector, F ( ) and G ( ) represent the smooth nonlinearity of the dynamic system, and D is the external disturbance.
B. COMPLEX ENVIRONMENT DISTURBANCE MODEL
For the UMV heading maneuvering control process, the disturbance of the complex environment, according to [40] , they can be equivalent to the interference effect on the UMV steering rudder angle, and the specific description is shown below:
where L, λ 1 , wgn, g (s), N respectively represent the wave height, coefficient of colored noise, white Gaussian noise, transfer function from colored noise to wave height and the yawing disturbance moment. θ is the angle between course and wave, and C 1 , C 2 , ρ 1 are model coefficients, which are determined by model test; κ is the coefficient which related to the ship size, tonnage, transshipment, etc; V represents the UMV's speed while δ l represents equivalent interference with rudder angle, and M is environment disturbance torque.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN A. OVERALL DESIGN OF RAFNNC
The structure of the robust adaptive fuzzy neural network control system, which is designed in this paper for heading control of the UMV, could be described as shown in figure 1 , and the main design ideas of the system shown above are as follows: Firstly, the control system would obtain the inverse dynamics of the UMV model by GD-FNN_Amodule, which could get the mapping from to u. The GD-FNN_A module is designed by a new generalized dynamic fuzzy neural network, which would be carried out detailed design and description in next section. The generalized dynamic fuzzy neural network learning algorithm can determine the appropriate structural parameters of the fuzzy neural network system, thus obtaining the appropriate mapping relationship between and u. Secondly, considering the control precision of neural network system in the early stage of learning, and meanwhile to shorten the system control time, a similar PD control module is designed, and the control parameters would be optimized by the improved bacterial foraging optimization algorithm, which would be covered in the next section.
Thirdly, GD-FNN_B module would copy from GD-FNN_A module, but its weight vector would be further adjusted by the adaptive law designed below, and then the modeling error of generalized dynamic fuzzy neural network would be compensated. The output compensation control u fnnb and the improved BFO-PD control together constitute the final control signal of the UMV heading control system.
B. DETAIL DESIGN OF GDFNN
Comparing with the traditional fuzzy neural network controller, dynamic fuzzy neural network controller has the advantages of fast learning speed, synchronous parameter adjustment and structure identification. However, it also has many disadvantages, such as the width of all Gaussian membership of input variables is the same, some membership functions are highly overlapping, and the extracted fuzzy rules are difficult to understand. To solve these problems, a novel improved generalized dynamic fuzzy neural network control algorithm is proposed in this paper for UMV heading control system based on elliptic basis function, which is functionally equivalent to Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy system. An online parameter assignment algorithm is proposed based on fuzzy ε completeness, to avoid the randomness of initial parameters selection, and meanwhile the width of input variables of each rule can be adjusted online adaptively according to its contribution to the system. The detail structure of the improved GDFNN control algorithm can be shown above in figure 2 .
As shown in figure 2 , r represents the number of input variable, and for or each input variable x i (i = 1, 2, · · · , r), there are u membership functions µ ij (j = 1, 2 · · · , u), and Gaussian membership function of x i could be designed as follows:
where c ij and σ ij are respectively the center and width of the Gaussian membership function of x i ; Since the algorithm to calculate the trigger weight of each rule is multiplication, the output φ j (j = 1, 2, · · · , u) can be expressed as follows:
And then the output of the improved GDFNN could be designed as follows:
where y is the value of output variable, w j is the weight parameter of the rule. Equation (8) can be written as a matrix, as shown below:
where W ∈ u(r+1) , ∈ u(r+1)×n , Y ∈ n respectively represent the output weight matrix, membership vector of fuzzy rules, and the output vector of the GDFNN.
C. IMPROVED BFO ALGORITHM DESIGN
The bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) algorithm is a new intelligent optimization algorithm, which is proposed based on the biological clustering algorithm created by the intelligent behavior embodied in Escherichia coli foraging.
In general, BFO algorithm has the advantages of insensitivity to initial value and parameter selection, strong robustness, simple and easy implementation, and parallel processing and global search. The algorithm mainly includes four procedures for solving the problem: tendency operation, aggregation operation, replication operation and migration operation.
And among them, tendency operation is the most important step. So, in order to improve the optimization performance of the BFO algorithm, the tendency operation is adjusted by adaptive fractal dimension step size formula and an intelligent probe operation in this paper.
Firstly, adjusting the trend step size to, only carry out forward or backward random step size for each dimension, it could greatly reduce the computation amount of the algorithm and speed up the operation speed. The improved adaptive fractal dimension step size algorithm could be designed as follows, and it makes the bacteria advanced different step size in each dimension, with simple calculation and better results.
where j, k, l, C d , step d respectively represent the chemotaxis number, replication number, secondary dispersion number, the step size of the dth dimension and the initial step size of the dth dimension. While rand is a random number on [−1, 1]. Secondly, an intelligent probe operation is proposed in this paper for the swimming of trending operation. The intelligent probe would calculate the location fitness value in advance for the next position that bacteria are about to enter. If the next position is better than the current position, it will move forward, while if it is worse than the current position, it will not move forward. This operation greatly speeds up the convergence speed of the algorithm, and meanwhile solves the shortcoming that the aimlessly movement of bacteria, which may lead the bacteria to move forward to a worse adaptability environment and then may swim useless and repeatedly.
Above all, when using the improved bacterial foraging optimization algorithm, the location of bacteria in searching space is used to represent the solution of the problem, and the fitness function is used to describe the quality of the solution.
The parameter optimization of robust adaptive control of UMV heading is implemented by using improved BFO algorithm. In order to accelerate the convergence of the robust adaptive controller and reduce the computational complexity of the GDFNN, parameters k 1 and k 2 are adjusted before they are connected to the UMV heading control system. Meanwhile, to adjust the parameters of the controller by the improved BFO algorithm so as to adjust the ship course quickly, this paper here designs the following fitness function for BFO:
where e (t), y (t), t s , ϕ over respectively represent the heading error, heading angle, adjustment time and the absolute overshoot, while ω i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are weight parameters. It would accelerate the adjustment speed or reduce the overshoot by adjusting different weight parameters. For example, when ω 1 is larger than other parameters, the system would accelerate the adjustment speed, when ω 2 and ω 4 are larger, the function would lead to reduce the overshoot of the system, and when ω 3 is larger, the system would accelerate the speed of course adjustment. So, if the appropriate weight is obtained, the system could reduce overshoot while speeding up the heading adjustment time.
D. UMV HEADING CONTROLLER DESIGN
The purpose of the UMV heading controller design is to make all closed loop variables bounded and have it able to track a given desired heading angle. Since (2) is a second order system, the reference model with ideal performance could be described as follows:
where ψ d , ψ r , ω n , ζ respectively represent the desired heading angle given by the reference model, input of the model reference system, natural frequency and relative damping coefficient of the system. In order to track the desired heading angle ψ d given by the reference model, the following tracking error e and tracking error vectors E could be designed:
The inverse dynamic model of the dynamic system plays an important role in the control system, and then designs the inverse dynamic model of the dynamic system (4), as follows:
where = Tz T . Then we can design the ideal control law as follows:
designed parameters. Substitute (15) into (4) results to:
From (16), it can be seen that if k 1 and k 2 are selected appropriately, the tracking error would converge to zero. However, the external environment disturbances to the UMV are random, and it could not be accurately describe with a simple model. Therefore, in order to solve this problem, a GDFNN control law is proposed here to approximate the ideal control law. Combining with Figure 1 , the ideal control law in this paper can be designed as follows:
Then the actual control law of RAFNNC could be designed as follows
where W T is output of GD-FNN_B; KE is the pre-adjusted output of improved bacterial foraging optimization algorithm, which could be designed as:
Combining (2), (17) and (18), the UMV heading control error system can be designed as follows:
where (17) and (18) into (20), we can get:
where
A is Hurwitz matrix, and according to (21) , we can see that, in order to minimize the heading control tracking error, the weight vector W should be further adjusted, and then an adaptive control law is proposed here as follows:
where γ is a positive constant, b k represents the k-th element of B, P is a symmetric positive definite matrix and satisfies the following relations:
where Q is an selected symmetric positive definite matrix. In order to ensure the stability of UMV heading control system, the adaptive control law could be detail designed as follows:
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, it would be proved that: for a nonlinear dynamic system (2), the system could be asymptotically stable under the control law of (18) and the adaptive control law (25) . Considering the following Lyapunov function candidate: Differentiating both sides of (26) based on the solutions of (21) and (24) results in:
Firstly, considering the first condition of (25) and then (27) results to:
Then considering the second condition of (25) , assuming that ω * k ∈ { w k ≤ w k (0) } k = 1, · · · , n o , and (27) leads to: 
It can be obtained that: As V (t) ≥ 0 andV (t) ≤ 0, the Lyapunov stability theorem shows that the nonlinear dynamic system (2) is globally stable, and then Barbalat lemma shows that, at that time of t → ∞, we can know that E (t) → 0, thus the UMV heading control system is asymptotically stable, and the error of the system will converge to zero.
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify and illustrate the effectiveness of the heading control algorithms proposed for the UMV, several computer simulation experiments are carried out on a UMV maneuvering motion model with model parameters in Table 1 .
The angle between heading and wave is 45 degrees and the disturbance parameters of complex environment are set up while the UMV speed is 7.2m/s. Under the disturbance of complex environment such as wind, wave and ocean current, the semi-physical simulation experiments of robust adaptive fuzzy neural network control (RAFNNC) based on generalized dynamic fuzzy neural network (GDFNN) and improved bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) algorithm are carried out, and then the effectiveness are verified by comparing with PID controller. The main initial control parameters are designed in Table 2 .
Five cases of different simulation experiments are carried out here to verify the effectiveness and reliability of the designed control algorithm, just as follows:
Case 1: The initial heading angle of the UMV is 0, and the desired heading angle changes in turn according to 30-0-30-0 degree, which is just like a square wave. The simulation experiment results obtained are shown in figure 3 below.
Case 2: The initial heading angle of the UMV is 0, and the desired heading angle changes in turn according to Case 5: The initial heading angle of the UMV is 0, and the desired heading angle changes like a square wave first and then a sine curve and the amplitude is 45 degree. The simulation experiment results obtained are shown in figure 7 below. Figure 3 shows that the robust adaptive neural network controller (RAFNNC), based on generalized dynamic fuzzy neural network (GDFNN) and improved bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) algorithm, has faster adjustment speed and smaller steady-state error than the PID control in the square heading control. RAFNNC generates three reasoning rules here in 30 degree square heading control, and the adjustment time is about 12 seconds. In 60 degree square heading control RAFNNC here generates four reasoning rules, and the adjustment time is about 14 seconds.
It can be seen from figure 5 and figure 6 that RAFNNC has less adjustment time, less overshoot and less steady-state error than the PID control. And RAFNNC generates seven inference rules here in the 30 degree sinusoidal heading control. After about 10 seconds, it has successfully tracked the sinusoidal course adjustment and the error is small. In 60 degree sinusoidal course control, RAFNNC here generates nine inference rules. After about 11 seconds, the sinusoidal heading adjustment is successfully tracked and the error is small. For contrast PID control, the control accuracy is much lower than that of robust adaptive controller, and the steady-state error is larger. Figure 7 shows RAFNNC can track the target course more quickly and accurately than the PID control, and the error is smaller. Five inference rules were generated by RAFNNC here. The error and adjusting time of contrast PID control in square and sinusoidal course phases are larger than that of RAFNNC controller.
From figure 3 to 7, it can be found that RAFNNC could achieve better heading control performance in both square and sinusoidal heading control under the disturbance of complex environment, such as wind, wave and ocean current, and it also shows better convergence speed and accuracy than PID control meanwhile achieves better control effect than PID control with less time.
VI. CONCLUSION
An improved robust adaptive neural network controller (RAFNNC), based on generalized dynamic fuzzy neural network (GDFNN) and improved bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) algorithm, is proposed in this paper, for heading control of an unmanned marine vehicle (UMV) in the presence of complex environment disturbance. The inverse dynamic model of the motion control of UMV is established based on the GDFNN for uncertain disturbance caused by the complex environment disturbance, which could well restrain and compensate the influence of the complex environment disturbance, and could obviously improve the control performance of the system. An improved bacterial foraging optimization algorithm is firstly designed in this paper to optimize the parameters of control algorithm, by combining the fractal dimension step size and intelligent probe operation, which could optimize the operation time and accuracy of the algorithm, and then could further reduce the computation amount and computation time of the RAFNNC. Stability of the designed RAFNNC for the heading control of the UMV in the presence of complex marine environment disturbance is proved by Lyapunov stability theory, and many simulation experiments are carried out to verify the effectiveness too. Large amount of simulation results show that, compared with traditional PID control algorithm, the proposed RAFNNC shows better convergence speed and accuracy than PID control meanwhile achieves better control effect than PID control with less time. In the future, we will try to apply the heading control algorithm proposed in this paper to the path following control of the UMV.
